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Introduction:  Polygonally organized deformation is 

seen at all scales in terrestrial geology from mud-cracks and 
cooling joints, to kilometer-scale structures in the Tertiary 
mud-rocks in the North Sea.  Extra-terrestrial examples in-
clude the giant polygons that have been imaged on the sur-
face of Mars, in the Utopia Planita region, the polygonal 
fabrics in the lowland flow fields of Venus, and the chaos 
regions on Europa. Polygonal systems can be divided into 
two categories:  Layer-bound systems in which the propaga-
tion direction is in the plane of the layer (e.g., mudcracks), 
and non-layer-bound systems such as columnar cooling 
joints, where propagation is out of the polygon plane. 

Geometric differences can be identified between the ob-
served map-view patterns of polygonal systems.  Most strik-
ing are differences in polygon size, however, more subtle 
geometric differences can also be identified. 

North Sea.  Polygonally organized normal faults in the 
Tertiary mudrocks of the North Sea are up to 1km in size, 
and are interpreted as forming in response to compaction and 
dewatering of wet sediments [1].  Polygons are often poorly 
connected with many open shapes developed. 

Utopia Planetia, Mars.  Polygons are defined by exten-
sional graben and can be up to 30 km in size [2].  As in the 
North Sea example, polygons shapes are poorly connected.  
In some areas there is evidence that pre-existing crater struc-
tures beneath the deforming layer exert a control on the loca-
tion and development of deformation [3]. 

SE of Nightingale Corona, Venus.  Large-scale polygo-
nal structures on Venus are restricted to a few small areas, 
and are often associated with coronae.  Polygons to the 
southeast of Nightingale corona are among the largest seen 
on the planet reaching sizes of up to 27 km [4].  Polygon 
geometries in this area are well connected.  Polygon size 
grades from large to smaller sizes with distance from the 
corona. 

Numerical models using, a Distinct Element Model 
(DEM) code have been run to investigate the mechanical and 
geometric controls on the formation of layer-bound poly-
gonally organized deformation.  Specifically, the models are 
designed to establish the influence on the development of 
fault formation of the following key mechanical and geomet-
ric parameters: Layer thickness; material strength; deforma-
tion strain; and mechanical coupling to the layer below. 

Model:  A 3D layer of material represented by discrete 
particles which are bonded together to give the assembly 
tensional strength and elastic rigidity. Deformation was 
driven in the models either through doming of the layer by 
application of buoyancy forces to the base, or through volu-
metric shrinkage of the material.  Results from the two driv-
ing mechanisms are equivalent with the exception that in the 
doming models, deformation was restricted to the crest of the 
dome, and polygons formation was sensitive to the relation-
ship between layer thickness, and the map-view radius of the 
dome.  Polygons were only formed in models in which the 
layer thickness is significantly smaller than the dome radius.  

In models with thicker deforming layers deformation was 
restricted to a small number of radial extensional structures. 

Two distinct modes of fracture development were ob-
served in models depending on the mechanical coupling to 
the lower layer.  The transition between these two behaviors 
was a sharp rather than a gradual change.  Further work is 
required to quantify the threshold and its controlling factors, 
but qualitatively it can be described as the threshold resis-
tance to slip at the base above which new extensional frac-
tures are formed in preference to shear displacement at the 
base.  Key parameters controlling the value of this threshold 
are likely to be normal stress at the layer boundary, shear 
failure strength/friction angle at the base, and the extensional 
failure strength and thickness of the material. 

Un-coupled lower boundary.  In these models polygons 
are formed by the sequential subdivision of larger polygons 
by one or two fractures (Fig. 1 A-E).  As strain increases, 
polygons subdivide to give a well connected geometry.  
Polygon size cannot be related simply to layer thickness, as it 
depends also on the elastic and strength properties of the 
material, and the applied strain.  However, a thin layer of 
material will develop smaller polygons than a thicker layer of 
the same material, when subjected to the same strain. 

Coupled lower boundary.  In these models fractures ini-
tiate and develop at very low strain as compared to the un-
coupled models (Fig. 1 F-J).  Early fractures develop in ran-
dom positions and orientations.  Fracture interaction and 
polygon formation only occur once fractures have grown 
close together (~within 1 fracture length).  Poorly connected 
polygonal patterns are produced.  Polygon size shows a 
strong dependence on layer thickness (Fig. 1 K-M) with 
polygon diameters typically 2-4 times layer thickness. 

Conclusions:  The principal control on polygon geome-
try is the mechanical coupling to the layer below.  Uncoupled 
layers deform by the sequential subdivision of complete 
polygons.  Coupled layers deform by the simultaneous de-
velopment of fractures forming poorly connected polygons. 

These results suggest that the North Sea and Martian ex-
amples discussed above are coupled to produce the observed 
open polygon geometries.  Polygons SE of Nightingale co-
rona, Venus, show closed polygon shapes indicating that the 
deforming layer was decoupled from the layer beneath..   
Numerical models provide an insight into the rheology of the 
layer at the time of deformation, and a basis upon which to 
test and refine interpretations of polygonal deformation de-
rived from map-view polygon geometries. 
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Figure 1.  Numerical models of 
polygonal deformation develop-
ment. A-E sequential develop-
ment of polygons in an uncou-
pled model.  Black lines in A 
and B mark the positions of 
faults, in C-E displacement is 
represented by the thickness of 
white lines.  Final model strain 
shown in E is 12%.  F-J shows 
the sequential development of a 
coupled model.  Fault positions 
are shown as black lines.  Final 
model strain shown in J is 1%.
K, L and M are final condition 
(1% strain) coupled models for 
layers of thickness 7, 3 and 2 
particles respectively.  Average 
polygon diameters are 24, 11 and 
8 particles for K, L and M re-
spectively. 
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